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1. Print and assemble the Magic Adventure game following the following helpful guide:
Pages 2-5 Magic Adventure Guide Book – Print on a fun color or light tan/brown for a more authentic
feeling adventure guide. Cut the printed pages in long columns and then in half again so you end up
with a 16-page adventure guide. Use a hole punch to punch one corner or the side of the page and lace
a thick string or piece of yarn through the hole to keep all the pages bound together and in order.
Pages 6-15 Hidden Objects & Game Items – I highly recommend printing out the game pieces in
cardstock. These will see a lot of use and the cardstock can help keep them in great condition so they
can be used again and again if the kids want to repurpose them or start over the adventure game
again. Cut each of these items and objects out.
Pages 16-20 Game Master Guide – You can skip printing these pages and refer to the digitally or just
print them on plain printer paper. These will just be for your reference in leading the couple of tests
and the final battle. You will need to reference these pages, but won’t necessarily need a printer
version. If you do print them, cut the dragon page so you can display the dragon and keep aside for
the Game Master.
2. Hide the Game Items:
-

-

It’s best to use 3 distinct areas to hide objects, if possible. That may be 3 different rooms or include
your main floor and an upstairs floor / basement. Try adding the outdoors or garage. You want the
children to build in some exercise as they race back and forth through a variety of areas to find
different objects.
Set aside the patterned cards (pages 14-15) as they will not be hidden and will be used in the final
battle only. Roughly divide each of the objects from the different quests into equal piles. Then, hide
the set of cards from each group in your decided areas. For example, I made 3 piles for upstairs, main
floor, and basement. I shut the doors of any areas not part of the game setup. Then I just carried a pile
with me as I went around each floor randomly hiding each object with a few from each of the quests.

3. Adventure Guide & Rules:
Hand your player or small group the Magic Adventure Guide Book. The game plays best for 1 player or
a small group of 2-3 players working together. Since the adventurer will collect the items they find and
use them in the battle, if you have more children they should take turns playing.
Remind the children that they will find clues and what to do in their guide book. For my younger
children, I read the pages for them and helped give hints, as needed. Older children should be able to
do all the quests on their own!
The Game Master (you or an older child) will need to help the adventurer on the 3 tests and the final
battle. The last pages (16-20) of the printable have the instructions on what you’ll do.

This journey is not for the faint of heart. You’ll
need to finish 6 different quests and then pass 3
tests before you can face the final epic battle and
prove your worth. You’ll need this trusty
guidebook by your side. Mark your Quests and
Tests complete along your journey.

To gain knowledge, into the forest you must dive.
There you will find a variety of items to help you
gain knowledge. You’ll notice their magical blue
aura that sets these special forest symbols apart.
- Seek an Acorn hidden on a path you must stride.
- The Mushroom is laying low to the ground.
- Then the Leaf must be caught before moving on.
- Search for the Bird perched somewhere nearby.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Quest 1: Find Your Focus
Quest 2: Forest of Knowledge
Quest 3: Rings of Strength
Quest 4: Diamonds of Power
Quest 5: Bravery of Animals
Quest 6: Elements of Purity
Test: Find Your Location (Requires Q1+Q2)
Test: Decode to Unlock (Requires Q3+Q5)
Test: A Truth to Divine (Requires Q4+Q6)

o

Final Battle: Completed all 6 quests and 3
Tests to fight the Mystic Blue Dragon.

With your new knowledge you’ve gain, you realize
it might be important to save all the pieces.
Collect them as you go to help you in battle.

Let’s begin where we must, with the clarity you
seek. Some of my items are Pixely, but they must
be made clear. Grab all these mystical items and
your quest will be near. If it’s focus you seek, you
must begin here.

In this quest, you’ll harness the strength of the
colored rings. Don’t be fooled by other colored
objects hidden throughout the realm, the rings
will be your guide. Follow the rainbow in order
and link the rings in a line. Don’t get jumbled, you
now the sequence, red is first then followed by…

- The Golden Key is crucial on the path you’ll take.
- Find a Magic Spell Book of wisdom to carry.
- A Potion of Healing you won’t want to forget.
- Don’t leave the Purple Gemstone of Truth.
- You will need a Chest of Gold to fund your quest.
- Last, but never least, the Wand helps transform.
When you have all you seek, the Wand of Light
clears the way. Spread out all 5 of your items like
the points of a star. Now quickly, place the wand,
and spin it once more and again. Save these items
for your journey ahead.

When all the forest elements are found, match
them in pairs best suited together. Two belong
above, and two live below. Use the knowledge
you’ve gain, to make certain guesses.

- Find the pure color of the Heart.
- Then on to the sparkle of a Star.
- In the garden path you find this Leaf divine.
- Like a Diamond in the sky, with hues to match.
- Now finish the rainbow, last is the Square.
Line up the rings in the pure color order of a
rainbow and watch as the strength of the rings
combine. Now stack them carefully one by one
and store their strength by your side.

For you to succeed, you must activate the clear,
sparkly diamonds. The diamonds MUST be found
in order of power, just follow this guide. If ever
you seek a diamond out of order, you must start
from the beginning to make certain the sorter.

Only the purest of heart can tackle the battle
ahead. First cleanse your whole body with the
pure elements of the earth. There are 5 we seek
and hurry with haste, this is the last of your
quests, so don’t dawdle or pace.

- Oval comes first, nearly round, perfectly pure.
- Next is the Circle with the most sparkling design.
- Only the purest Heart will find what comes next.
- If you made it here, time to count your points.
Look for 3 points first and then squarely onto 4.
- The final diamond to finish this quest is the
Diamond of all Diamonds to settle the test.

- Find the Water so pure showing Agility of Mind.
- With pure Fire your Desire will be sharpened.
- The Earth element proves Honesty in all you do.
- In the Wind you’ll find Freedom is certainly true.
- Metal shows Righteousness you’ll need to prove.

Be certain your order, or no power you’ll get.
From the first to the last, did you find them
correct? If you are certain and sure that no
mistake was made, then lay them out straight.

Now a circle you must form with Fire on the top,
then clockwise to Earth. After comes Metal and on
to Wind. Finish with Water and the power can be
seen. Each element conquers clockwise and is
weak in reverse. The perfect balance of power
creates purity of mind.

(Requires Focus and Knowledge Quests Complete)

The spirit of the animals will guide you on your
quest to find bravery. Locate the spirits of 6
animals each with their own special strengths and
attributes. Then, choose wisely a friend to stay
with you on your journey ahead.

Do you know where your final battle begins? You
might need to seek, near, far, and wide. Find the
flags and make their match and the answer is
clear, you’ll soon be off to a world far from here.

- The Lion will give you Courage to face a battle.
- With an Eagle by your side you’ll gain Wisdom.
- For Power the Elephant will suit you best.
- If it’s Protection you seek, the Giraffe will guide.
- When Prosperity leads you, seek the Rabbit.
- Finally, the Panda can provide Good Luck.

- For a Ticket far from here, it’s the Flags you seek.
- Find and bring all 9 Flags to the Game Master.
Your job is almost through, just do your best.
- You’ll need to make three groups first, find
similarities to help.
- The order will align as you follow the clues.

When you’ve found all the spirit animals, then the
selection begins. Study their strengths and then
choose one to make your ally and carry with you
forward on your journey.

Follow the Game Master’s guidance and clues to
sort, arrange, and then eliminate the country flags
to find your destination! Then, see how many
country flags you can name for bonus points!
Number of Flags correctly identified: _________

(Requires Strength and Bravery Quests Complete)

(**Requires all Quests and Tests Complete)

Before your battle can commence, discover a test
of your sense. Look for numbers, but not like
you’d guess. Your hands will come in hand, I don’t
say in jest. You can’t take them with you, so
remember this code, then repeat it in sequence:

Are you ready to face the Mystic Blue Dragon?
Only those who have completed each of the
quests are prepared to face the dragon. You’ll also
have to have completed each of the three tests in
order to find your way through the dragon’s lair. If
you are ready to battle, then let us begin.

- First comes the Five above all the rest.
- I’d recommend Nine, you’ll soon know why.
- Then you need Two to quickly show through.
- Last comes number Six then it’s time to show
your wit.
- Head to the Game Master to unlock your next
test, you’ll need to the right order, don’t settle for
less. The numbers alone, won’t do any good, what
else can you use, to prove your skills?

(Requires Power and Purity Quests Complete)
You’re almost to the gate of the lair, but first you’ll
have to hurry through the dungeon path. This test
of skill, needs endurance, the Location points are
many, so seek without fail. Record how long it
took you to find all pins for bonus points.
- Diligently seek and find 16 Location Pin cards in
less than 8 minutes. Set a timer!
- If your time runs out, ask the Game Master to
hide the Location Pins again. Keep in mind, these
may be in new locations each time.
- Collect each Location Pin you find and bring
them back to the Game Master to begin the Test.
Total Time to Find all 16 Location Pins: ______
When you have all of 16 Location Pins, the
challenge begins. You’ll need find all 16 Location
Pins their match in less than 1 minute to proceed.

1. Use the key to unlock the door. Now, wave the
Wand of Light to see your way into the lair.
Keep your Potion of Healing handy, you’ll need
it to fight the dragon again if you fail.
2. Place your Forest collection on your right, this
knowledge will aid you. Remember to keep
them in pairs, two belong above and 2 are
found below.

3. Line up your rings of Strength in front of you.
These will act as a shield to protect you.
4. Lay out the diamonds of power just below the
rings. These are your power that will help you
defeat the dragon. The order is still crucial to
having enough power.
5. Now, reveal your Spirit Animal you have
chosen. You will receive a one-time help
depending on the animal you have chosen:
- Lion: The last pattern sequence is only 5.
- Eagle: Reveal 2 pattern card one round.
- Elephant: Discard 2 pattern card one round.
- Giraffe: Remove 3 patterns cards from battle.
- Rabbit: Extra glory when you win!
- Panda: Try again on one missed pattern.
6. Lay out your Elements of Purity on the left.
This will reveal the Mystic Blue Dragon. Your
battle has begun.

It will take 4 rounds to prove your strength and
wit and overcome the dragon. Each round, the
Game Master will act as the dragon. They will pick
out a unique sequence of pattern cards each
round. They will show you a pattern card, then flip
it upside down and hidden. Wait until the pattern
is finished, then do your best to match the
sequence. If you get any wrong, the battle is over,
and you have lost. You may try one more time
using your Potion of Healing. If you fail a second
time, you will need to start over the Magic
Adventure to renew your spent items to try again.
You may use your Spirit Animal’s strength one
time per game. Choose carefully and use their
skills wisely to help you when you need it most.
Each round will be more difficult then the last.

The first round will have 4 patterns. Each following
round will add one additional total pattern card,
with a new sequence each round. The last round
will have 7 total pattern cards selected randomly.
If you can complete all four rounds of pattern
cards, it’s time for the Spell Book and Purple
Gemstone from your first quest. Quickly. put the
Purple Gemstone in the center of your magical
items with the Forest elements on the right, the
Rings of Strength up above, the Nature elements
on the left, and the Diamonds of Power below.
Now, read the Arcane Lock spell to seal the Mystic
Blue Dragon within his lair so he may never harm
the people again! Yell out “Colloportus!” and wave
the Wand of Light over the Purple Gemstone.
With the power of the Wand of Light and the
Purple Gemstone to aid your locking spell, you
have created an impenetrable seal. No one will be
able to enter this lair again, and the Mystic Blue
Dragon will never escape. You have saved the
kingdom and are victorious!

Add up your total points to see how famous you
have become. Total possible points: 200.
160+ Points: Famous as the King
120+ Points: Knighted with Honor
80+ Points: Status of a Duke
40+ Points: Well... you survived, at least.

20 Points for each Completed Below
- Defeat Mystic Blue Dragon on the 1st try
- Complete Magic Adventure in under 30 minutes
- Magic Adventure cards are all in great condition

10 Points for each Completed Below
- For each Test you complete the 1st try
- Collect Diamond of Power in right order on 1st try
- Defeat Mystic Blue Dragon on the 2nd try
- Complete Magic Adventure in under 1 hour
- Magic Adventure cards are all in good condition

5 Points for each Completed Below
- For each Quest you complete without help
- Put Rings of Strength in correct order on 1st try
- Put Nature Elements in correct order on 1st try
- 5 pts – For each Test you complete the 2nd try
- Complete Magic Adventure in 1 day
- Still have all Magic Adventure cards in possession

Bonus Points for those that Qualify
- Rabbit Spirit Animal: 10 pts for killing the dragon.
- Location Test: Correctly name countries of 3 flags
for 5 pts; 5+ flags for 10 points.
- Decode Test: Correctly recall signs and order for
10 pts. Recall either signs or order for 5 points.
- Dungeon Race Test: 10 pts for finding all the pins
in under 4 minutes. 5 pts for under 6 mins.
- All in Order: Complete all the quests and tests in
sequential order following the book for 10 points.
- Clean-up Master: 10 pts for putting away Magic
Adventure or setting game up for the next player.

When your adventurer brings back all 9 Flag Tickets, you’ll share the following directions one line at a time.
They’ll need to arrange them in a grid with 3 in each row and in each column. If younger participatians need a
little help, you can certainly embellish the clues to make it easier for their age level. There are 2 parts to this
test, first putting them in the right order. Then, you’ll contine below with a tic-tac-toe game to find where
they’re headed.
Arrange the Flags Directions:
- First you’ll make groups, what looks the same? Let’s sort them by colors as best as you can in 3 groups of 3.
- Let’s make a grid, just like tic-tac-toe, with 2 colors on top, add blue on the bottom.
- On the left I see stripes down the middle.
- In the top row make sure the plus shapes don’t touch. More red on the right, and you’ve got the right sight.
- Next comes the middle, the only animal you see, hurry and free her and settle the three.
- Last, but never least, let’s figure these stars. Whichever has the most stars needs to come to the center.
- When you’re lined up like this, the next game comes. Let’s play tic-tac-toe to eliminate the rest.

For the second part of the Location Test, you’ll have the children follow the next set of clues to play a round of
tic-tac-toe. As they find the flag the clue is talking about, have them flip over the flag ticket and write either an
X or an O on the back, following the clues. They’ll need this information to help them as the clues continue
throughout the challenge in finding the right flag. There’s a guide below, to help you ensure they follow the
right steps.
Tic-Tac-Toe Elimination Game:
- X always starts in the center, flip over the feather. Always make your mark on the back, it will help you later.
- O likes to begin with the matching shape flag on the board, when you find it then hide it quick.
- Back to X pick a corner that most closely resembles an X that’s not twisted and then turn me over.
- Now O must blog a move, before the conquering’s through, to the left and you’ve guessed it.
- It’s X’s turn to defend, the last plus shape he guesses. Hide the evidence fast and then continue to impress.
- Now O makes a choice, but neither will help him, let’s go for the one that at least leaves him wide open.
- X wants to win quick, there’s one way to do so. Grab the moon and you’ve won, we are going to Algeria!

For bonus points at the end of the game, challenge your adventurer to name the countries that each of the
flags belong to. Mark down how many they got correct to score later. Flag Countries (From Right to Left):
1. England / Japan / Switzerland
2. Italy / Mexico / Algeria
3. France / United States of America / Australia

To pass this test, your adventurer will have to go find the American Sign Language signs for 4 different
numbers. They will then need to come to you to reveal the numbers using the correct signs and in the
correct order.
The correct sequence is: 5926

This test is a game of memory and speed. They’ll first need to find 16 hidden “Location” pins. You’ll need to set
a 10 minute timer and also be mindful of the total time it took them to complete the challenge and record
that time for extra bonus points! If the adventure isn’t able to find all 16 pins in their 10 minutes of alloted
time, you’ll need to hide collect the ones found and hide them again. These can be hidden in NEW locations to
make it more challenging! Then, set the timer again and let them loose to find the pins!
Once they’ve successfully found all 16 Location Pins in 10 minutues, they will next need to complete a memory
speed test. Set a time for 1 minute and they’ll need to flip over the upside Location Pin cards following normal
match game rules (no more than 2 facing up at the same time) in less than 1 minute. They can replay the level
as many times as they may need to in order to complete the test.

Now, the adventurers will have to make their way past the gate. They’ll use the Golden Key collected earlier
to unlock the gate. Now, wave the Wand of Light to see inside the dungeon.

Before the battle begins, the adventurers will need to set up their protections they earned during their
quests. Help the adventure set up all the items they collected during their quests (skill test items are not
needed). They’ll arrange them in front of them before the battle begins, like this below. The order is
described to them and is important to be exact, just to test their knowledge! (Keep in mind the leaf and bird
go side-by-side in any order and the mushroom and acorn go side-by-side in any order).

The adventurer will reveal the Spirit Animal he decided to keep. The animal will provide a 1-time bonus each
time they attempt to fight the Mystic Blue Dragon:
- Lion: The last pattern sequence is only 5.
- Eagle: Reveal 2 pattern card one round.
- Elephant: Discard 2 pattern card one round.
- Giraffe: Remove 3 patterns cards from battle.
- Rabbit: Extra glory when you win!
- Panda: Try again on one missed pattern.

They can also use their Potion of Healing to replay the dungeon battle one time, if they fail. If
they are unsuccessful after a second try, they’ll need to repeat the entire Magic Adventure to
refresh all their spent items and prepare once again for the final battle!

Cut out both sets of patterned cards. One set will be for you and one for the adventurer. You’ll play four
rounds and each round you’ll decide and pick out a different number of pattern cards. The adventurer will try
to outwit the dragon by following his every move. You’ll reveal each one you choose for just a second or two,
then flip it upside down and show the next pattern card. When you have finished the entire sequence, the
adventurer will attempt to copy the pattern back to you. If the sequence is a match, you’ll continue to the next
round adding an additional pattern card and a brand-new pattern. Continue like this until they have passed all
4 levels and remembered 7 different pattern cards in order! Remember, they can use their Spirit Animal’s
special ability to help them on one, and only one, level! Remind them to use it wisely!
Round 1: 4 pattern cards
Round 3: 6 pattern cards

Round 2: 5 pattern cards
Round 4: 7 pattern cards

If they pass all four rounds, they’ll then cast a lock spell. They’ll need to place the Purple Gemstone in the
center of their battle area (in the center between all four other quest items collections). Then hold the Spell
Book and yell out “Colloportus!” while waving the Wand of Light over the Purple Gemstone! If they follow the
steps they’ll have forever sealed the dragon’s lair and protected the kingdom! Count up their total score!!

